The future of recombinant coagulation factors.
Hemophilias A and B are X chromosome-linked bleeding disorders, which are mainly treated by repeated infusions of factor (F)VIII or FIX, respectively. In the present review, we specify the limitations in expression of recombinant (r)FVIII and summarize the bioengineering strategies that are currently being explored for constructing novel rFVIII molecules characterized by high efficiency expression and improved functional properties. We present the strategy to prolong FVIII lifetime by disrupting FVIII interaction with its clearance receptors and demonstrate how construction of human-porcine FVIII hybrid molecules can reduce their reactivity towards inhibitory antibodies. While the progress in improving rFIX is impeded by low recovery rates, the authors are optimistic that the efforts of basic science may ultimately lead to higher efficiency of replacement therapy of both hemophilias A and B.